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ABSTRACT

During May, 1979, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission approved for
issuance in effective form new interim regulations for strengthening the
protection of spent fuel shipments against sabotage and diversion. The new
regulations were issued without benefit of public comment, but comments from
the public were solicited after the effective date. Based upon the public
commients received, the interim regulations were amended and reissued in ef-
fective form as a final interim rule in May, 1980. The present docunmnt
supercedes a previously issued interim guidance document, NUREG-0561 (June,
1979) which accompanied the original rule. This report has been revised to
conform to the new interim regulations on the physical protection of shipments
of irradiated reactor fuel which are likely to remain in effect until the com-
pletion of an ongoing research program concerning the response of spent fuel
to certain forms of sabotage, at which time the regulations may be rescinded,
modified or made permanent, as appropriate. This report discusses the amended
regulations and provides a basis on which licensees can develop an acceptable
interim program for the protection of spent fuel shipments.
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PREFACE

Concurrently with the publication of this draft revised interim guidance,

the NRC will publish in effective form revised amendments to 10 CFR Part

73 to require measures for the protection of spent fuel shipments

against sabotage. This interim guidance provides a basis upon which

licersees can develop an acceptable program for the physical protection

of spent fuel shipments. Comments on this revised interim guidance

should be sent to:

Regulatory Inqirovements Branch

Division of Safeguards

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Score of the Rule

The guidance contained in this documient pertains to the physical protec-

tion of irradiated reactor fuel subject to the requirene.ntu in the

"Irterim Final Pule for the Physical Protection of Irradiated I'aactor

Fuel in Transit". This regulation is contained in l¶.' CF, Part 73.37.

Shipments of irradiated re-cLur fijel iist. be prot'.cted in accordance

with 573.31 if they meet both of the followino conditi.:s:

(i) The quantity of fuel in the sniptiknt exceees lW'fJ ,;rarr. (as

described below). and

(2) The total external radiaton dose rate ruia;ured at a distance

of three feet from 31y accessible surface., without inter-

vening shieldinn. is in excess of ICO rems per.!irir.

For the purposes of the regulation and the iccoriv.anfinq ,:,jida-nce. the

ter.,s "irradiated reactcr fuel' and "spent fuel" are consid.ret s-y-ton--

omOjs and are used interchangeably.

The regulations apply to irradiated reactor fuel froir either power or

nonpower reactors that is contained in domestic sh ,pr.unts or the

domestic portions of import or exporl, shipmknts (i.e., while the shimnwnt

is w'thin U.S. territory or U.S. territorial waters). The 1(U-gram

tnreshold quantity is intended to apply to the combination of jraniun

and plutonium corpounds and associated fission products gnerated during

irradiation. The weig]ht of fuel cladding and other structural or

packaging material associated with the fuel should not be inclided

in determining whether the quantity of irradijted f~iel in a given

shipment needs to be protected urnder the requirements of 57 3 . 3 7 .
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1.2 Organization of This Document

The guidance contained in this document is organized to correspond

closely with the regulation. Chapter 2 corresponds to the General

Requirements contained in §73.21(b) of the regulation. These require-

ments apply to all spent fuel shipments regardless of the mode(s) of

transportation utilized in a particular shipment. Chapters 3, 4 and 5

correspond to §§73.37(c), (d) and (e), which contein additional require-

ments specific to each particular mode (i.e., road, rail or sea).

In addition to t:ie specific physical protection requirements contained

in §§73.37(b), (c), (d) and (e), the regulation contains performance

objectives in §73.37(i). These performance objectives are not intended

to be implemented as specific requirements, but rather are general

stateinents of the Commission's intent. These objectives characterize

ard further define the general level of protection experted to be

provided by physical protection systems designed to satisfy the require-

ments of the regula'ion. ThLS, the discussions for each of the specific

requirements in the regulation have bean developed.to he consistent

with and to support the performance objectives to the exteat etch

objective applies to a given element of the physical protection system.

1.3 Definitions of Terms

The following definitions apply to the guidance for spent fuel shipments

cortained in this document. These definitions apply irrespective of the

mode of transport except as otherwile noted.

"Lucal law enforr.ement agency (or authority)," or LLEA, is understood

for the purprises of this regulation and tne accompanying guidanc.- to
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refer to any state, cotmnty or municipal agency which has law enforcement

authority within the .osL.ity or jurisdiction where the shipment may be

located. It usually is limited to the particular law enforcenment

agencies which have responsibility for respondihg to calls for assist-

ance by escorts, such as county or municipal police forces, port

authority police, high.*ay s-trol, etc. In some instances, involvirig sea

shipmer.ts. for exarVle. the ýJ.S. Coast Guard or other Federal agency may

also be considered as the LLEA, depending upon whether they are relied

uuon to pro.-ide a response to a request fo" assistance.

"Transport vehicle," or "shipment vehicle,;' for road shipments reans 2n

integrated unit type t;uck or c ..•Onation tractor-trdiler that bears a

spent fuel shipnent. For a rail shipment, the shipment vehicle, or

shipment car is the rail car containing the spent fuel cask. The

regulatior is written in terms of a single transport vehicle or ship::ent

car being used for a ,7,:en :pent fuel shipmenL. However, it is recog-

nized that more thdn one surh vehicle m:ay te era; loycd in a single

shipment. In this case, all provi~ions of the regulaticn should be

interpreted to apply to all the transport vehicles as a qroup, unless

noted otherwise in the, guidance.

"Heavily populated area" mea.s any geographical area desigolated as such

by the NRC., (See Section 2.3 and Appendix A for further details.)

"LLEA radio co.,,i-nuications" means the rddio communications system

normally used by the LLEA to communicate with its mobile units.

"Armed escnrt" is a ter" defined ir, the regulation [§73.2(u)],.and means

"an armed person, not necessarily uniformed, whose primary duty is to
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accompany shipments of special nuclear matetial for the protectioýn of

such shipments against theft or radiological sabotage."

"Escort," as used in this .jocument, generally means a person with

similar duties to that of an arred escort, but who may or may not be

armed. If unarmed,: the escort is not expected to actively prevent or

impede acts of radioiogical sabotage when flet D, ariied force.
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2.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Advance Notification

introduction. Section 73.37(b)(1) requires that the NRC be given.

advance notice of each snipment, as provided in -73.72.

Objective. Advance notification of a movement of nuclear material

subject to specific NRC req-iirements provides NRC with timely planning

information and allows a-ignment of NRC personnel to inspection and

monitorin,, activities.

Timing of notification. Section 73.72 provides for notice at least

seven days in advance of the shipping date. This means the written

notice must be postmarked by the U.S.' Postal Service at least seven days

pricr to the date that the shipment is to leave a fixed site. For

import or export shipments, if the U.S. Postal Service is not directly

available, the licensee should assure that the NRC is notified, either

in writing (e.g., cable, telex, etc.) or by other means (e.g., telephone),

at least seven days prior to the time the vessel bearing the shipment

first reaches a point within 3 miles of U.S. land territory, to assure

appropriate arrangements may be made for NRC staff to inspect the

shipment.

2.2 Procedures for Coping with Safeguards Threats and Emergencies

Introduction. Section 73.37(L)(2) requires the development of pro-

cedures for coping with circumstances that threaten deliberate damage to

a shiynpent and with safeguards emergencies that have developed.
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Objective. The purpose of this requirement is to assure the most

,ffective response possible for coping with• safeguards emergencies which

may threaten the security of a shipment. This is to be achieved by

providing for the development of a plan containing specific procedures-

to be used by drivers, escorts, licensee personnel, and other indi-

viduals involved in the safeguarding of the shipment in case threats,

attempted sabotage, cr other events jeopardize the security of the

shipment.

Proc•vons":, 10ýeC',be covered. The procedures developed shoul.d provide

escorts with detailed guidance on how to react to a variety of abror-ml

situations which may be anticipated to possibly occur and present either

an immediate or imminent threat to the continued security of the shipment

(e.g., overt attempts at sabotage, traffic accidents, derailments,

mechanical .failures which may have beer caused by an adversary, etc.).

The procedures should be documented in a form which indicates the actions

each escort or driver would be expected to take in response to a given

situation. These actions should be consistent with the priorities

established in §73.37(b)(3).

Availability of procedures docuime.mtaticn. The procedures. developed

should be collected in a document which shold be readily available to

each individual who is participating in implement-'ag the protection

requirements. At least one copy of the safeguards emergency procedures

document should be available to the personnel in each vehicle (other

than LLEA vehicles) involved in the transporting or escorting of a rodd

shiipment. Copies of this document should also be available to escorts
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for rail and sea shipments and to the persons responsible for monitoring

the shipment at the communications center (as discussed in Section 2.5

of thtsizocument).

2.3 Designation of Heavily Populated Areas

Introduction. The physical protection requirements in 9§73.37(c), (d),

and (e), for physical protection of spent fuel shi;'ments by different

transportation modes, differ depending on whether or not the shipment is

within a heavily populated area. This section provides guidance on

determining which areas within U.S. territory are considered to be

heavily populated for purposes of this regulation.

Objective. The primary objective of designating certain areas is being

heavily populated is to identify those areas in which the population is

considered sufficiently large to justify the higher level of physical

protection against potential sabotage of spent fuel shipments while they

are passing through such areas.

Designation of heavily populated areas. Certair areas within United

States territory are designated as heavily populated areas for purposes

-rof regulation of spent fuel shipments. Heavily populated areas are

characterized in terms of urbanized areas, as defined by the Bureau of

the Census (United States Department of Commerce), having total popula-

tions of one hundred thousand (100,000) persons or more. Precise

definitions of what constitutes an urbanized area, and maps showing

their boundaries, are contained in a Census Bureau publication available
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separately.* A list of the urbanized areas currently meeting the above

criterion is provided in Appendix A of this document. From time to time

the list may be modified to reflect new information or new criteria.

Notification of any such changes will be published in the Federal

Register and made available on a one-time basis to known affected

licensee s.

A shipment within three miles of the boundary of a designated urbanized

area, or located anywhere within a designated urbanized area, is con-

sidered to be within a heavily populated area. Information specifying

which roads are inside or outside of a heavily populated area so desig-

nated is not furnished by the NRC. However, such information should be

obtainable through a comparison of the urbanized area mnaps available

frow the Bureau of the Census with generally avjilable roao maps.

2.4 Instructions to Escorts

Introduction. Section 73.37(b)(3) -equires certain instructions be

given to'escorts involved in the i'1lplenentatif;n of physical protection

requiremnents for spent fuel shipnoents. Generdlly, these instructions

relate to confirmation and assessment of detections of possible threats

to the safety and security of a ship;w'nt, notification of and requests

U.S. Bure, o-i-ie-e's'us-.-•u le-_ntay _eport, r i7'C Censuw of %oku-

lation. Series PC(SI)-138, "Population and Lind Area of UJrbanized Areas
for the U.S.: 1970 and 1960." April 19PI. For sale by the Super-
intendent of Documents, U.S. (2overniaent Printing. !ýffice. Washington,
D.C. 20402.
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for assistance from local law enforcement agencies. and implementation

of the appropriate energency procedures leveloped to cope.with such

situations.

Objective. The purpose of this requircment is to assure that shipment

escorts are prepared to cope with em.ergency dnd sabotage threatening

situations and are properly instructed dS totne priority of the differ-

ent measures that need to be taken to protect the shipment.

Actions protected against. The aevelopment of appropriate emergency

procedures and corresponding instrictions to be given to escorts should

be done with an understanding of the nature of the possible sabotage

related actions being protected against. Studies have been conducted

that conclude the 3nly credible way radioactive "naterial could be

released that might result in significant radioalgi:dl effects is

through the use of selected high explosives. To cause tne ;.wist signifi-

cant consequences with a mini.mal amount of explosives, the adversary

would have to gain access to the shipment cask(s) for a considerable

amount of time in order to allow.precise placement of 'the explosives and

modification of the cask surface. Casks are considered to be essen-

tially impervious to small arms fire and to small amounts of explosives.

Protection while not within heavily populated areas. The development of

detailed instructions for escorts for providing protection while the

shipment is net within a heavily populated area will depend upon the

specific circumstances of each shipment (e.g., the mode(s) of transpor-

tation, route characteristics, physical protection resources available,

etc.). Therefore, the regulation specifies only the general nature of
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the instructions which should be given to escorts. The actual instruc-

,tions gi•ven are expected to be somewhat more detailed, and should

include ':tihe procedures developed for dealing with emergencies [in

accordance with §73.37(b)(2)].

One" of the primary functions of the escorts will be to maintain vigi-

lance to detect any abnormal or unusual situations involving persons or

vehicles in the vicinity of the transport vehicle that could pose a

threat to the shipment. In case such a situation is detected, the

escorts are to be instructed to implement emergency procedures, includ-

ing those developed in accordance with 573.37(b)(2), consistent with the

priority of actions required by 573.37(b)(3). Since sabotage attempts

are considered easier to carry out while the shipment is stationary

than while it is in motion, the escorts will also be instructed to

maintain the shipment under continuous surveillance while the shipment

is stationary. Wh~ie the shipment is in motion the escorts should

situate themselves within view of the shipment vehicle so that the

shipment may be observed periodically and whenever there is reason to

sus-i5Cet the shipment may be threatened. The escorts for road shipments

.shc..-14--also -be instructed as to the types of circumstances which would

dictate implementation of procedures to immobilize the transport

vehicle (see Section 3.4).

Protection within h eavilyjpp•l.latec areas. While the shipment is within

a heavily populated area, the function of ttie ecorts will he similar to

that outside heavily populated areas but with several additional con-

siderations in reCgard to the continuity of surveillance, the rdnge of
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opLions available to protect the shipment in case of attack, and the

possible use of deadly force.

In normal circumstances, the ascorts will endedvor tu kee:p road or rail

shipments moving while passing through d heavily populated area, making

only unavoi.4able stops. While wavinq. the shipirent should be kept under

closer surveillance than is necessary for shippents nut with in. heavily

populated areas. Only brief interruptions in this surveillance should

be tolerated, such as those which may be undvoidahle as a result of

traffic situations, bends in a road. etc. Escorts should he instructed

also to i-alIntdin a high level of alertness for poss~ile situations which

may threaten the safety or security of the shipment. As in the cdse of

shipments not within heavily populated areas, the shipment is required

to be kept under continuous surveillance dueinu anyV unavoidalIc stops

that minht be made.

In the event a safeguards ewergeicy situatiur develops, tne escorts

should be instructed to call immediately for law enforcemient assistance

and to take action to impede 4ny atte,,•,ts at rddiological sabotage of

the shipmevit. These actions should be in accordance with the provisions

of 073.37(b)(3), and should include iMIple,,ie,,tation of the procedures

developed in accordance with 073.37(b)(2). The safeguards emergency

procedures should include specific procedures designec' to cope with

threatening situations whichi occur othile the shipme.nt is within a

heavily populated area. The level of protection to be afforded ship-

ments while within designated heavily populeted areas will differ from
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that outside of heavily populated areas because of the requirements for

larger numbers of escort personnel or vehicles, and for armed escorts.

The LLEA also may be directly involved in escorting the shipment. The

instructions gives, 'to the escorts and the information given to LLEA

members serving as escorts should reflect this greater capability and

broader range of options for physical protection.

The use of armed escorts presents the possibility that the escorts may

be called upon to use deadly force in the course of protecting a

shi pment. The use of deadly force by any private guard is presently

governed by state laws, and ray differ from state to state. However,

certain general principles are common to laws in all states in regard to

the possible use of deadly force in situations in which private guards

may carry out their assigned duties to protect shipments.

Thesei are summarized by the following three guidelines:

1. An armed escort has no duty to retreat from a show rf

force, )r from a situation that could lead to a show of

force. Thus, if the escort is instructed in certai.n

situations to take up a position such that his own safety

and retention of control of the shipment are inseparable,

then his subsequent use of force to rect force in pro-

tecting tht shipment would he considered justified.

2. Armed escorts ray 9enerally -teet force with fr-.ce. The

degree of force considered justified is that which '

.considered commensurate with the degree of force presented

by the adversary.
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3.. ",Jse of deadly force is generally considered justified when

there is a reasonable belief that it is necessary in self

deft:se or in the defense of others to protect against

death or grievous bodily injury.

It is believed thdt these three principles, taken together, constitute

an adequate, practical and publicly acceptable policy for the protection

of spent fuel shipments insofar as the possible use of oeadly force is

concerned. Therefore, these principles should fonr the basis of instruc

tions given to armed escorts fo- protection of spent fuel shipiments

while the shipments are within heavily populated areas.

2.5 Communications Center

Introduction. Section 73.37(b)(4) requires licensees to establish a

communications center. The operator of the center is required to

moniter the shipment to assure its continued integrity while en route

and tý iiotify the appropriate agencies should a safeguards emergency

arise.

Objective. The requirement to monitor the shipment by periodic status

reports to a remote location is designed to assure early detection of a

possible attempt at sabotage, even when specific information relating to

such an attempt is not received from the shipment escorts within a

reasonable time. It is also the objective of this monitoring require-

ment to aid in the recovery of a missing shipment by assuring the

availability of accurate bounding information regarding the missing

shipuent's last known locat'on.
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Equipment. The communications center should be equipped with two

:,.,,dedicated telephone lines and any other equipment necessary to receive

communications from the particular transport being used. Ordinarily,

one of the te:ephone lines is to be reserved for receiving status

reports from the shipment, while the other line is to be reserved for

emergency communications with the LLEA. The cotmunicatlons cc.iter need

not be equipped with citizens band (CB; radio equipment, however, since

such equipment wi:l not usually allow direct communications between the

shipment -escorts and the center over a lonq enogn range to be useful in

rionitoring the shipment.

Procedures. The center should be staffed continuously with at least one

person who has the authority to take the appropriate actions in case of

a safeguards emergency whenever a shipment is en route. The operator

should maintain a record of the status reports that he receives for

inclusion in the shipment log (see Section 2.6 below). The operator

should also maintain a record of any deviation from the planned shipment

itinerary, any significant :ncidents which occur, and of reports made to

the NRC and others. The ope-3tcr shc-ild have a copy of the route data

for the shipment readily available and should request assistance from

the LLFA in whose jurisdiction the shipment is believed to be !ocated if

the transport does not report in on schedule and cannot be contacted, or

if a request for assistance is received frow the shipment escorts.

(Escort procedures should require escorts to request LLEA assistance

directly in cases where it is operationally feasible to do so.)

A procedure or device should be employed to assure the operagtr becomes

inwa:ý.diately aware of when 3 report from the shipment escorts becomes
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ove-due. The operator Can carry out other work while a shipment is en

route, provided that the other work does not intertore with prompt

response to Incoming messages from the transport or with other safe-

guards duties.

2.6 Shipment Lg

Introduction. Section 73.37(b)(5) requires that escorts and communica-

tions center personnel maintain, for eac.1i sper.c f,,el shipment, a written

log including information describing the shipment and significant

events occurring during the shipment. The lon is to be kept available

for review by authorized NRC personnel for a period of at least one year

following cc-•pletion of the shipment.

Objective. The purpose of the requirement fcr keeping a shipment log is

to provide assurance that protection requirements have been properly

carried out, to allow the NkC to identify areas where improvement in

protection is needed, and to asst e the availability of an accurate

record of the shipment to assist in resolving any questions of public

concern regarding the shipment which could arise after completion of the

shipment.

Content. The shipment log should include the following types of infor-

mation:

a. Names of shipping and receiving organizations, carriers,

escorts and,

(I) for ,•ad ship;ents, the names of the drivers;
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(2) for rail shipments, the names of the chief engineers;

-and

(3) for sea shipments, the names of the vessels and their

masters.

b. Origin, destination and approved route (copy of route

overview).

c. General description of cargo and shipping container(s).

d. Dates and times of departure and arrival (planned and

actual).

e. Dates, times and iocations of stopovers and custody

transfers.

f. Identification of the corr cations center and its

staff.

g. Dates, times and locations of status reports made by

shipment escorts to the conoxJ!ncations center, and

schedule of expected status reports.

h. Deviations from the planned route.

i. Other abnormal occurrences with reaard to routes, equip-

ment, vehicles, personnel, weather, traffic or threats.

Procedures. The written log may be recorded in its entirety at the

commurlcations center, based upon information received from the shipment

escorts during the trip, or it may be comprised of separate entries made

by the shipment escorts and the communications center staff, which are

subsequently colle.ted into a single document.
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2.7 Arrangements with Local Law Enforcement Agencies

Introduction. Section 73.3/iý)(6) requires that arrangements have been

made with local law enforcem.ent agencies along the routes of road and

rail shipments, and at U.S. ports where vessels carrying spent fuel

shipments are docked, for their response to an emergency or a call for

assistance.

Objective. This requirement is designez4 to provide for rapid LLEA

assistance in the event of an er -gency or a call for assistance. It

also is intended to assure that the selected .LEAs along the route are

familiar with the types of situationf to expect when responding to such

callr.

NRC participation. The Commission will conduct surveys of proposed

routes including the response capabilities of LLEAs along the routes,

for the purpose'of fulfilling its own responsibilities for establishing

safeguards contingency plans. Certain elemet;,ts of the information

developed in these route sur:ejs will be made available to the licensees

for planninq and operational use.

Specifically, the following information will be provided to licensees

on a one-time basis. The information applies to all modes of transpor-

tation:

a. Route Overview (See Figure 2-1)

(1) Route identification.

(2) Mileage data.

(3) LLEA identification, furisdictions and response centers.



VIRGINIA

EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS: (Area Code 703)

Lexington
SP 291-2548

(800) 542-5959
(After 5 P.M.)

Staunton
SP 885-2142

(800) 552-0962

Harri son*ura
SP 434-8593

(800) 552-0962
(After 5 P.M.)

Woodstock
S 459-4071

911

Winchester
SP • 869-2000

(800) 572-2260
(After 5 P.M.)

COMMUNICATIONS:
MT, []CH 9/19

LLEA:

SP

MT, []CH 19

SP

o Staunton

MT, F] CH
U CH

9
9/19

MT., -lCH 19, R -ICH 19/9, R I
///I MT ///.///// MT

MARGINAL
S SP

MILEAGE DATA:

SP

o Harrisonburg

cc

I:
n I oxinntnn o Woodstock 0 Winchester 1.o Lexinnton T I-c- - --

MILES IN
COUNTY

Rockbridge
County

------34 ......

Augusta
County

-.......-33 ......

Rockingham
County

Shenandoah
County

Fred&rick
County

134
(447)

2
WEST

VA.

59
(472)

TOTAL
MILES VA: 0
• (TRIP): (313)

34
(347)

67
(380)

97
(410)

KEY:

0
HP
SP
S
CP

LLEA Response Center
Highway Patrol
State Police
Sheriff
City Police

CH/No.
R
MT

CB Monitored (Base)

CB Monitored (Car)

Channel Mcnitored
REACT Group Monitored
Mobile ;elephone Useable

Figure. 2-1. Typical Route Overview
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(4) LLEA telephone numbers.

(5) Citizens band (CB) radio channels monitoredby LLEA or REACT

groups.

(6) Observed effectiveness of radiotelephone along the route.

b. Available food and fuel stop locations along the route.

c. Possible safe haven locations along the route for temporary refuge

or !mergency. assistance.

Licensee actions. The licensee should provide the above route infor-

mation to the carrier personnel and escorts making the shipment and

ensure that they are instructed in its proper use. The data should be

updated periodically to maintiin its validity. If a large number of

shipments are planned over the same route, spot checking LLEA telephone

numbers and contacts dt'ring each tiip would be sufficient for updating

purposes. However, if shipments along the route are infrequent, i.e.,

more than six months lapse between shipments, more systematic verifica-

tion procedures may be called for. Route inf3rmation verifications

should be recorded in the shipment log.

If unplanned detours from the approved route make it necessary for the

shipment to enter jurisdictions where previous U.LEA contacts are not

known to have been -iade, the shipment escorts or communications center

staff should immediately seek to determine new LLEA telephone numbers

and contacts for those jurisdictions.

't should be noted that §73.37(b)(6) does not require that notification

be given b' the licensee to each LLEA along the route for specific
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shipments either immediately prior to the shipment or during the ship-

;Ment?; it requires only that arrangements have been made some time prior

to the first shipment along the approved route.

2.8. Advance Route Approval

-Introduction. Section 73.37(b)(7) provides that the licensee must

obtain NRC approval of the routes over which spent fuel is to be shipped

prior to any -nipment of the fuel over such routes. Any U.S. ports

where a vessel carrying a spent fuel shipment is scheduled to dock must

also be approved in advance of the first use of such a port. "ertain

types of information are to be submitted to the NRC staff descri: ,,g the

proposed route.

Objective. Advance information on routes for spent fuel shipments is

used by the NRC in judging wLether or not the public health and safety

would be protected along the proposed route given that the appropriate

physical protection requirements would he implemented for spent fuel ship-

ments along such route. This decision will be based. upon the requirements

contained in the regulation and the route selection criteria. The advance

route information is also used to identify tho prop'osed route for purposes

of the NRC's contingency planning relative to the shipment.

Obtaiiiing_ aproval of a route. Ordinarily, a proposed route for.a spent

fuel shipment (including the use of any U.S. ports) must-be approved by

the NRC in writing prior to its initial ,use. The submission of alter-

native routes at the tir,:e of submission of the licensee's preferred
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route is encouraged. Information upon which route approvals may be

based should include the following:

a. Cargo Description

(1) Quantity and type of irradiated fuel (e.g., number of elements,

reactor type).

(2) Cask identification (e.g., type of cask, cask capacity).

Specifi- cask identification parameters such as cask serial

numbers may be submitted later in the shipment planning proce;t

if unknown at the time the route approval request is first

submitted to the NRC.

(3) Loaded weight of road transport vehicle or sh 4pment rail car;

for sea shipments, weight of loaded cask(s) or cargo containers.

b. Anticipated Schedule

(I) Number of shipments proposed in a series of shipments.

(2) Approximate duration of each shipment from point of origin

to destination.

(3) Date(s) of shipnw !t(s) anticipated.

c. Route Information

(1) Origin and destination (i.e., specific locations, addresses).

(2) Proposed route and alternative route descriptions. Indicate

which of alternatives is preferred route. Include route

numbers in case of road shipments.

(3) Road, rail or nautical miles comprising each route segment.

(4) Estimated travel time for each segment (i.e., estimated time

needed to travel segment under good conditions).
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(5) Location of planned or available stopover points for each

route segment (e.g.. for food, fuel, loading or unloading).

(6) Designated heavily populated areas which would be traveersed

on planned route or on each alternative route.

d. Physical Protection Arrangements Planned for Hcavily Populated

Ark.as on Route

(1) Escort arrangements made for travel through each designated

heavily populated i.rea -.n the route. (Describe for proposed

route and each alternative route.)

(2) Firearms to be carried by escorts while traversing heavily

populated areas (if private guards ar• employed).

(3) Location and arrangements for staffing of communications

center.

(4) Plans for providing required communications capabilities.

This information should be supplied by the licensee as early as possible

in anticipation of the first movetTent of spent fuel along the proposed

route. The specific information identified above should be- submitted in

writing along with a request for route approval to:

Director, Division of Safeguards

Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

U.S.. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

Subsequent shipments in a series of shipments may be made on approved

routes without additiunal requests for route approval if the route has
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been approved specifically for the given series of s.Oipwients, unless the

licensee is notified by the NPC staff that the approval has been with-

drawn.

Route selection criteria. The following are descriptions of criteria

frequently used by the RC staff to determine the preferability and

acceptability of spent fuel t'hipment planned routes and alternative

routes. These criteria apply generally to road, rail and sea modes. In

the case of rmad shipments, in particular, interstate highways typically

best satisfy these criteria.

o Likelihood of swift LLEA response. Routes that permit more

timely responses by the LLEA when assistance is requested.

are preferred.

o Avoidance of tactically disadvantajeous Positions. Routes

are preferred which avoid pas;aga through areas including

features cr terrain which would place the shipment or shipment

escorts in significantly tactically disadvantageous positions

(e.g., passage through long tunnels or over bridges spanning

hefvily populated areas).

o Availability of a propriate rest and refuel.ng stops. Road

shipment routes should feature sufficient locations for rest

and refueling stops to allow flexibility in adjusting

schedules to accommodate unexpected situations.

o Availability of good transportation safety design features.

Road and rail routes featuring advanced safety design features
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(e.g., divided highways, guard rails, limited access highways

. ',or road shipments; high grade track for rail, shipments) are

preferred over those includinq portions that are in disrepair

or obsolescent.

Unplanned detours. During the course of an actual shipment, circum-

stances may arise that preclude the use of some portion of an approved

route for an extended period of time. In this case, detours may be

taken provided that certain procedures are followed in lieu of having

specific advance NRC approval of the revised portion of the route.

These procedures are as follows:

(1) The oicensee establishes that the subject portion of the

approved planned route is .impassable or that. conditions

along such route will result in unplanned stops in the

.shipment sched.le of one hour or more.

(2) The licensee establishes that it is im-practical to utilize

an alt~r.uative route previously approved by the Comnission.

. (3) The licensee establishes that the detou- selected will

most likely allow for uninterrupted travel until the ship-

ment is able to resume travel along the planned approved

route or along a previously apnroved alternative route, or

result in fewer stops or delays as compared to the planned

approved v ute.

(4) The licenst- assures that contacts with the LLEA along

the proposed detour route have previously been made, or

that they are -iade at the time a determination is made to
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use the detour route (e.g., radiotelephone cdl1s to tele-

phone information operators, adjacenIt LLEA jurisdictions, or

state police may be used to obtain the desired information).

(5) The communications center :s notified by the shipment's

escort(s) of the change in shipment itinerary, any delays

experienced along the planned or alternate route, and the

estimated duraticn of the detour.

(6) Arrangements are made to provide any additional resources

for physical protection needed to comply with the specific

requirements of §73.37(c)(1), (d)(1) or (e)(1) in case it

becomes necessary to travel within a heavily populated area

previously not included as part of the planned approved

route.

Escorts should anticipate as much as possible the need for ,naking

unplanned detours so that the shipment may keep moving witho-jt inter-

ruption. The shipment should not be stopped solely for the purpose of

making new LLEA contacts or communicating with the conmunicatitons

center. In some situations, however, stops uay be unavoidable. This may

occur, for example, if the only alternative for the detour involves

transit through a designated heavily populated area for which the

additionally reouired escort resources are not immediately available.

In this case, the shipment should proceed to the nearest available szfe

haven before making the stcp.
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2.9 Avoidance of Intermediate Stops

Introduction. Section 73.37(b)(8) provides that shipments be planned

to avoid scheduling of intermediate stops to the extent practicable.

Objective. This provision is in recognition that the shipment is

generally more vulnerable when stationary than while in motion. By

minimizing the number of scheduled stops du:ing any particular shipment,

the opportunities for attempts at radiological sabotage are correspond-

ingly reduced.

rShipment plann . When planning schEduled stops for spent fu ship-

ments, each planned stop should be justified by a security or opera-

tional need for making the stop. Whenever possible, stops should be

planned to serve roiltiple purposes, and should not be planned to occur

within heavily populated areas. The licensee should arrange with the

carrier for the greatest degree of cooperation possible to assure that

the number of stops is minimized. Stops should be planned to avoid set

patterns in the times and places they occur.

2.10 Procedures at Stops

Introduction. Shipments are required under 573.37(b)(9) to be main-

tained under surveillance during periods when the shipment vehicle is

stopped, or when the shipment vessel is docked.

Objective. The shipment is considered to be most vulnerable to sabotage

attack while stationary. Maintaining the shipnent under surveillance

during periods when the shipment is at rest is intended tu assure that

any sabotage attack would be detected as early as -,ossible so that the
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adversary wodld have only a ir.inimal adfjunt of tinte to atte•ipt the

~.s~t~a~~efoi e response forces arr!;ved.

Road shi nts stopped outside of hea vi1yoyui ated are-a5. At least one

escort is required to maintain visuOj surveillancý of the shiunvint

during periods when the trdnsport, vehicle is stopped. This requirexint

is intended to apply to Stoi•s ede for purposes other than cor,1liance

with traffic regulations or due to the exigencies (if nonsial traffic

conditions, which would be expected tc result in stops of very liitied

duration. The surveillance is required to be perfori-ra by a person

trained as an escort. However, the driver ,.;e relieve the escort

for short periods privided that he is famfiliarized with the surveillance

procedures.

Nornialy. surveillance should be aLaintained fru._. i.side the transport

vehicle. 4 wever. it may also be practic~lble'tc ir"intain sirveillance

from outside of the transport vehicle, such ýas frori in escort vehicle or

another transport vehicle, or frwu,, a phone hooth. The position chosen

.. from -which surveillance will be o'aint.iinei shoild -.ret each of the

- .- lowiiig conditions:

() The meuns for fimmobilizing the trans;,ort vo-hicle should be

readily availahle to the person responsible for maintaining

surveillance.

(2) The person performing the surveillance should have readily

available to him the radiotelephone or other equivalent

means of two-way voice comsxunications.
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f.3) The persft i performing sur~vellance should have read~ly avail-

able to him the route overvi&v information containing LLEA.

contacts (see Section 2.7).

Normally, when the transport vehicle is stopped and is being maintained

under surveillance, whether occupied or not, the doors and windows of

the transport vehicle should be closed and locked to impede unauthorized

access to the vehicle. Just prior to making the stop, the escort should

assure that the radiotelephone or equivalent co-iunications equipment is

operating properly, and that the appropriate LLEA contacts and telephone

numbers are immediately available. The person performing the surveil-

lance should remain continually alert to any external activities which

may indicate a possible threat to the safety or security of the shipment.

When there is more than one vehicle being utilized for the shipment (an

escort vehicle or additional transport vehicles), surveillance responsi-

bilities may be divided among different personnel if adequate comnunica-

tions are provided to allow the appropriate level of c.,rdination.

These cofununications may be provided through the use of CB radio or

walkie-talkie, etc.

Pesons and vehicles involved with the shipment should be situated, to

the extent practicable, in such a manner that. they cannot be simultan-

eously prevented from communicating with the LLEA in case of attack.

Road shipments stopped within heavily, populated areas. Stops should

especially be avoided within heavily, populated areas, ir. accordance with
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§73.37(b)(8). However, unscheduled stops within ouch areas may some-

times become necessary. If such stops occur, at least one of the

persona performing the surveillance at a given time should be one of the

aried escorts required under 5 73.37(c)(1).

The basic procedures outlined above fer road shipnents stopped outside

of heavily populated areas are applicable also for stops within heavily

populated areas. However, because a potential adversary would oe

presented with fewer obstacles to a successful sabotage of a spent fuel

shipment already within a heavily populated area, additional precautions

should be taken t"o protect the shipment during unanticipated stops

within such areas, as outlined"below:

(1) The fail] complement of armed escorts available at the time of

the shipment's stopping should participate in the surveillance,

as well as any drivers or other unartred escorts not engag d in

essential activities associated with the purpose for which the

stop was made. This will result in a degree oý redundancy.

(2) The armed escorts, where more than one is available, should be

separated so as to prevent, to the extent practicable, their

being simultaneously incapacitated by a single adversary act.

(3) Escorts or drivers participating in the surveillance should be

.preP4red to attempt to communicate with the LLLA either directly

(e.g., landline telephone) or indirectly (e.g., CB radio), in

case the radiotelephone or other equivalent two-way voice cormlnri-

cations becomes inoperable.
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(4) WhNYe unusual circumstances arise, if the LLEA is not already

diirectly involved in escorting the s"-.ment [in accordance

with §73.37(c)(1)(i)], the LLEA should be contacted to advise

them of the presence of the shipment within their jurisdiction,

the purpose and projected duration of the stop, and to request

that they be alert for rossible calls for assi.:tance within the

stated period.

These and other procedures should be included among the safeguards emer-

gency procedures required under 973.37(b)(2).

Rail shipments. Procedures for maintaining visual surveillance of the

shipment car while a rail shipment is stopped reflect the same concerns

which form the basis of surveillance procedures for road shipments.

During all anticipated or unanticipated stops, the shipment car should

be placed under surveillance by at least one escort who will normally be

positioned' on the train within vi'ew of the shipment car (e.g., in the

caboose). If the escort does not remain on the train, the escort should

u i*. protected position from .which he has an unobstructed view of

the shipment car, and possible approaches to it. The escort should be

located in such a manner that he has immediate access to (I) the radio-

telephone or other equivalent NRC approved comrunications equipment by

which he may communicate with the LLEA and the com;aunications center,

and (2) the route overview information containing LLEA contacts (see

Section 2.7). The escort should remain alert to any external activities

which may indicate a possible threat to the safety or security of

the shiprent.
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Rail shipments should be planned to the extent practicable to especially

avoid intermediate stops within heavily populated -areas. However,

should such stops become necesbary, che pcrsons maintaining surveillance

shoufd be the armed escorts required by §73.37(d)(1), supplemented by as

many other persons (e.g., unarmed escorts, train crew) as may be avail-

abh. during the period the shipment is stopped, to aswur: a degree of

redundancy in protection of the shipment. Where more than one person is

maintaining surveillance, they should be separateiy located so as to

ensure to the extent practicable that a single adversary attack cannot

simultaneously prevent communications with tae LLEA by any. of them.

Sea shipments. Procedures for maintaining surveillance of sea shipments

of spent iuel apply to shipments located temporarily en a dock, a.,d to

shipments located aboard a docked vessel. For outgoing shiprments, the

surveillance must be provided continuously from the time the shipment

arrives at the terminal aboard c road or rail transport vehicle to the

time the loaded shipment vessel leaves the dock. Incoming shipments

must be placed under continuous surveillance from the time the shipment

vessel docks to the time the.shipment is loaded onto a road or rail

transport vehicle and begins to b~e moved from the terminal by road or

rail. These procedures also-apply to intermediate stops aL U.S. ports

by shipment vessels, during which time the shipments remain on the

shipment vessel.

Visual surveillance of the shipment while on board the shipment vessel

may be accomplished by direct observation of the shipment, or by observ-

ing the points of acce:s to the shipment if it is located in an enclosed
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cargo compartment. Shipments of spent fuel should be loaded and un-

loaded with a minimum of deay to limit the time spent at the transfer

poi nt.

Surveillance procedures will be similar to that provided for rail and

roae shipments. Escorts performing the surveillance should have immedi-

ate access to (1) a radiotelephone or other NRC-approved equivalent

means of communications. by.which they could call the LLEA and communica-

tions center, and (2) the route overview information containing LLEA

contacts (see Section 2.7). Especially in heavily populated areas, the

escorts should be locateG in protected positions while maintaining

surveillance. Escorts shouid always be on the alert to any external

activities which could threate," the safety or security of the shipment.

Within heavily populated areas, the escorts conducting the surveillance

should be armed.

2.11 Escort Traininqg Requ irement s

Introduction. Section 73.37(b)(1O) i.2quires each individual serving as

an escort to have successfidly coiwlet.vd a trainir.9 program in accord-

ance with Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 73. Ship's officers serving as

unarmed escorts and members of local law enforcement agencies are

exempted from this requirement.

Objective. The purpose of this requirement is to assure that the

escorts understand the repuirements for the protection of spent fuel

shipments and that they understand and are trained in the procedures

necessary to carry out such requirerien..ts.

S- . a . . . - . . . - - . - - - . - -- - . . . . - - . -- . - - ..- - - - - - - -
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Discussion.. Escorts for road, rail, or sea shipments of spent fuel

should undergo a training course in accordance with Appendix D of 10 CFR

Part 73. This Appendix D contains a list of the subjects to be covered

in such a course. The detailed material taught under each subject

heading should be adapted to the particular mowde(s) of transportation

utilized for the shipment the escort is to be assigned to protect. The

licensee can adjust the length of the course depending upon the back-

giaund and experience of the individuals selected to be escorts. The

licensee should be prepared to demonstrate tL.) efficacy of the training

prcgram to comply with fNRC's inspection and enforcement trogram. lhis

can be done, 4:or example, by keepin4 records of evaluations conducted

by the licensee of the trainees' progress in the instruction program

(e.g., w itten or oral tests, field tests, observation of performance

in the field),

While drivers (for road shipments) are not required by the regulation to

complete a training program in accordance with Appendix D. a certain

amount of instruction is required [973.37(c)(5)] to familiarize them with

procedures for transport vehicle imnmobilization, conmnunications, and

other security procedures they are expected to help implement, such as

those associated with routing requirements and rest stops. Ship's

officers should similarly be familiarized with procedures they are

expected to implement if they are hired to serve as escorts for sea ship-

ments.

Appendix D includes additional training requirements for armed escorts

beyond those for unarmed escorts. In general, it is intended that an
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armed escort be trained to perform all. thp.duties expected of an unarmed

escort, and in addition, that he be trained :in the use of firearms and

Lactic f or the active protection of spent fuel shipments.

Members of a law enforcement agency serving as escorts are considered to

bn adequately trained to carry out the escort duties they are expected

to perform, and are not required to undergo the training specifically

required for private escorts. A member of the LLEA should, however, be

briefed on the shipment procedures as necessary for the performance of

the escort functions.

2,12 Periodic Contacts with Communications Center

Introduction. Section 73.37(b)(11) provides that escorts for road and

rail shipments make calls to the communications center [required to be

established ty §73.37(b)(4)] at least every two hours to advise of the

status of the shipment for road and rail shipments. Such calls are

also required from escorts for sea shipments during periods when the

shipment vessel is docked at a U.S. port.

Objective. The purpose of this requirement is to assure early detection

-• •:-A ~ sabotage attempt that might result in a loss of communications

between the shipment escorts and the communications center, with a

coincident failure of the escorts to successfully contact the LLLA to

request assistance. by maintaining frequent contacts with the shipument

escorts, the conrnunications center staff can also describe, with reason-

able accuracy, the general location of a missing shipment based upon

information obtained in the latest communications. This would aid in

the early relocation and recovery of the shipr:mnt.
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Procedures for periodic calls. Calls should normally be made to the

communications center using the radiotelephone or equivalent means of

communication required to be provided by 573.37(c)(3)(ti), (d)(3), or

(e)(3). The escorts should make frequent routine contacts with the

communications center to keep the staff at the center advised of the

shipment's general location and status. Such contacts should not be

more than two hours apart. Supplementary contacts should be made

whenever the shipment undergoes a significant change in status (i.e.,

when making a stop requiring surveillance, resuming travel, or taking

detot'rs) or when delays are encountered which will result in changes in

the shipment's schedule or itinerary. Calls should also be more fre-

quent when the shipment is within or in close proximity to heavily

populated areas. In particular, the commuir.4cations center should be

"informed when entry to or exit from a designated heavily populated area

is accomplished, at which time the status of the escorts that have been

arranged for should also be reported.
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3.0 ROAD SHIPMENTS

This chapter addresses reqLirements effecting the road portions of a

spent fuel shipment by rail or sea, as well as shipments made entirely

by road.

3.1 Protection of Road Shipments within Heavily Populated Areas

Introduction.. Section 73.37(c)(1) requires that a road shipment within

a heavily populated area be escorted by either of two means. Under the

first -alternative [ §?3.37(c)(l)(i)], the transport vehicle would be

escorted by a member of the LLLA in a LLEA mobile unit. Under the

second alternative, the transport vehicle would be accompanied by two

separate, private escort vehicles occupied by armed escorts.

Objective. The purpose of this requirement is to assure that, until

LLEA response forces arrive, there is a capability for immediate. active

protection of a shipnvent against sabotage while the shipment is within a

heavily populated area.

Physical protection system options. Two options are perniLted the

licensee in arranging for escorts fcr the protection of a road shipment

of spent fuel in transit within a heavily populated area. The first of

these options depends jiron the active cooperation and participation of

the local law enforcement agency in the jirisdictionts) comprising the

heavily populated area. In the second option, the escorts are private

guards hired by the licensee. The fact that the licensee is given the

option of utilizing members of a local law enforcement agency as escorts

does not mean that the LLEA of any gives. Lurisdiction has an obligation

to make the option available to the licensee by providing LLEA personnel
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to serve as escorts. In soo-- jurisdictions LLEA escorts may he locally

reqired regardless of the presence of private escorts. Approwriate

awrlan~ements would have to be made betwetn the licensee and the perti-

nent LLEA for each of the desiqnated heavily pcpula:e;, dreas. The escort

operAtion. whether done .iy LEA4 or by private escorts, is to be contin-

uous while the transport velt.lc 4s within the bcunds of a designatedi

heavily poplated trea.

Escort provided bP LLL.LA. As one of the perrissable .),,tions available

tinder the -re•ulation. licensees tray arrance for d rad(! siirment trav-

eling within a heavily P'pulated area to be escortedz by a nemt~er of the

LLEA for the given jurisdiction(s). Under this option. the transport

vehicle is required to !r occupied by at least two individualb. One of

these would be the driver. while tho second would bc a troined escort.

though one not necessarily 3rmed. If additional trans;,ort vehicles are

used in a convoy for a sin'le shimntent. each additional transport

vehicle may be occupied solely by the driver if all convoy vehicles

remain within sigjht of ore another at all times, and maintain intrd-

convoy communications via citizens hand (CC) radio or walkie-talkie. If

any convoy vehicle oxist stop. then all convoy vehicles should stop to

assure the continuity of escort protection for all the convoy vehicles.

The unarmed escort(s) located-in the transport vehicle(s) should remain

especially alert to recognize possible threats to the safety or security

of the shipmeqta and should be responsible for operatinq the communica-

tions equipment when necessary and coordinating movements of the trans-

port vehicle(s) with the escort vehicle.
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The transport vehicle(s): -must be escorte'd by at least one menber of the

L.LEA who, is armed and who occupies a mobile unit of the LLEA. It is

intended that this mebile unit be an enclosed motor vehicle, rather than

a motor cycle, motor scooter, or other open conveyance that would leave

" the LLEA member esecially vulnerable to attack. The LLEA member may be

the driver and sole occupant of the mobile unit being used, and shouid

remain within sight of the transport vehicle(s) while trd.,,eling through

the heavily populated area. 4e should be familiarized with the planned

route and the procedures to be followed in a safeguards emergency.

Escort by pr-ivate guards. A spent fuel shipment travelinq within a

heavily populated area may also be escorted by private .jards. In this

case, the transport vehicle(s) may be occupied solely by the driver(s)

of the vehicle(s). lowever. the shipment nust be escorted by at least

two trained arned escorts, each occupying one of two separate vehicles

other th'" the transport vehicle(s). Generally, one escort vehicle

should lead the transport vehicle(s) while the second trails it (them).

The escort vehicles are expected tc be enclosed rictor venicles. ,% the

.•e•.s should be trained in 'dLcordance with ,ppendix V of Part 73.

:.orw1ll"i. onl- two ar-xa escorts 3re re-,.ired regardiess of the number

cf transpport vchicles :jsed in., sinch,- hlho:ent. 'l!owejcr, if two or

rnore trdnL9)t vehicles are to te escorted by the sa.-* set of tuc lrreý

c;cor r' T.' . sepere.t.e vcimiclec. the sa,.e convcy proce~iires.st.i.O..

followed a-, descr•l'e a!nove "or 'LEA escorted shipjrnt,. !t it c'ottý.,

that drivers of escort vehiclc- are ex;leccd ?.o co•,2; with e'1 require-

.vents of the Federa' ".otor Carrier Safety ka'k-s api.lica,.le to co;me-cial
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drivers for interstate shipments, which include mandatory rest periods

for drivers after certain numbers of hours of driving. This may be an

especially significant consideration in Case the same escorts are

intended to be used over the entire length of the shipment.

The armed escorts shculd remain especially alert during transit through

the heavily poputated ar•t to recognize possible threats to the safety

or security of the shipment. The driver of the transport vehicle, or

one of the armed escorts in the escort vehicles, depending upon where

the -radiotelephone equipment required to be provided for the shilpment is

located, should be prepared to communicate with the LLEA in case of

emergency. The escort vehicles should be driven in such a way that each

transport vehicle is under direct observation by one of the armed escorts

at all times while traveling through the heavily populated area.

3.2 Protection of Road Shipments Not within a Heavily Populated

Area

Introduction. Section 73.37(c)(2) requires that a transport vehicle not

within any heavily populated area be (i) occupied by at least one driver

and one other individual who serves as escort; or (ii) occupied by a

driver and escorted by a separate vehicle occupied by two individuals

who serve as escorts; or (iii) escorted as set forth in 673.37(c)(1).

These requirements reflect a reduced level of protection in areas that

are not heavily populated, but also allow the licensee to employ the

same escort configuration he may have employed satisfy the protection

requirements within heavily populated areas.
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Objective. Currently available information indicates that the maximum

estimated potential consequences of successful sabotage of a spent fuel

shipment not within a heavily populated area ar,.i much less severe than

that which might occur within a heavily populated area. Thus, the

required level of protection for spent fuel shipments outside the

designated heavily popuiated areas is less than that required within

such areas. The objective of the physical protection requirements for

spent fuel shipmients outside of heavily pooulated areas is to assure

early detection of possible threats to the shiprent and communicate

requests for assistance to the LLEA immediately upon detection of such

threats, so that a potent-al adversary cannot gain control of the

shipment and nve it intc heavily po pulated area fur the purpose of

attempting radiological sabotarge there.

Escort confi¶traticn options no. within an_ heat ily "oplated area. The

licensee n,, choohse from among two specific escort confiour3tion options

described below to zatisfy thc ;'ýhysical ;rotection rcquirefients for

spent fuel shipment! not within a heAvily ic;.loteJ. aree. ,lternative-

ly. the lIcensee -.ay also eniloy one of tie •.•-.rt icirr-ion options

described in Serction 2.1 for protection of e roa' sh'i:mrent within a

heavily populatpe. are.%. lhis IhS'. ,''tioS i- Deraitter to accommodate

licensees who ,wv fir-. •t o.sirable to urilizr tl{• s3-e -rN-j7 of es-

corts, drivers and vehicles ¼exclusive f 0.n.' IAL - -articilation)

over iaost or l 1 of a route. Thee rt.quire'v..Wt , a:r-ly tA.ll ;-ortions

of the routes -if j.,,,',s wci'h ire witni; territcry ei,-nt those
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which are, -ilAfte within the designated heavily Pupulatetý areas. The
" co._esCor1 ,t:jrequired to i~e armed when escortin5 shipments not within

hea-,ily populated areas.

Single • -. tjti n. In this option, the tri•r.sport vehicle rust be

occupied by at least two individuals. onc cof whor is the driver, while

the other is a trained escort. 19o additional escort vehicles are

requi.-eO. If both occupants of the trans.ort vehic!e are trained and

qualified as drivers, and are to alternate driver and escurt duties,

each of them must also be traineo as escorts' in accordance uith Appendix

o of Part 73.

The escort normally performs most of the physical protection functions

required (e.g., corummnic.ations. surveillance at stops, instruction of

the driver regarding routes and locations of stops, and possible iviooi-

lization). If the driver performs certain of the safeguards toriented

tasks, he should be familiarized with them in advance. The escort

should be thoroughly familiar with route overviews, LLEA contacts, local

-.. ro,-bJf-tins.end all safeguards requirements. He should ret-a.,1 espe-

-vially vi-gilavnt to recognize possible threaL to the safety or security

of the shipment, and should be prepared at all times to inmediately

communicate with the LLEA to summon assistance, if necessary. Neither

the driver nor the escort is required to be armed to orotect shipments

outside of heavily populated dreas.

In this option, additional transport vehicles in a single shipment may

be occupied solely by their drivers provided ti.at the convoy procedures

de-scrited in Section 3.1 are followed.
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Separate escort vehicle option. Under this option, the transport

vehiCle may be occupied solely by the driver, hut is acco~rpanied by a

separate vehicle occupied by at least two trained escorts. This option

may be particularly suited to those situations Where tte carrier does

not authorize non-drivers to occupy the .cab of the transport vehicle, oi-

where more escorts are to be employed than can legally be accommodated

in a single transport vehicle. All persons who serve as escorts during

the shipment are required to be trained in accordance with Appendix D of

Part 73., The escorts' responsibilities are the same qs for the single

vehicle shipment except that the escorts. have the added responsibility

of coordinating the movements of the trensporc vehicle with the escort

vehicle. If more than one transport vehicle is e.,ployed for a single

shipment, no more than the two minimally required escorts travelling in

a separate escort vehicle are required provided that the convoy proce-

dures descr*bed in Section 3.1 are followed.

During the course of the shipment, the escort vehicle should be situated

relative to the transpcort vehicle(s) so as to allow the escorts contin-

uous direct observation of the trans;ort vehicle, except for brief

lapses that might be caused by passage through sections of road featur-

ing hills, curves, other traffic, etc. The escort and transport

vehicles should maintain coniiunications using the citizens band (CB).

radio. le escort vehicle can lead or trail the transport vehicle, as

necessary to effectively perform the escort functions without establish-

ing predictable patterns. If additionil transport vehicles are used in

a single shipment without additional escort vehicles, the convoy pro-

cedures described in Section 3.1 should be followed.
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3.3 Conmuntcatlons for Road Ship.ments

Introduction. Escorts are required in accordance with 173.37(c)(3) to

be provided with the capabilities for comxnicating with the communica-

tions center, local law enforcement agencies and one another. These

communications are .normally implemented through the use of radiotele-

phones and citizens band (CB) radio equipment, but other equivalent

means of two-way voice communications are permitted provided they are

approved by the NRC. Any LLEA mobile units --ployed as escort vehicles

are also required to be equipped with citizens band (CS)._radio and the

normal LLEA radio communications equipment for the given jurisdiction.

Objective. The purposes of these communications requiresents for spent

fuel shipments by road are to (i) provide a capability for the escorts

to call for assistance when necessary, either directly to the LLEA, or

indirectly through the conmmunications center, (ii) permit personnel at

the communications center to monitor the progress of the shipment, (iii)

provide the escorts with a means of quickly obtaining route and LLEA

contact information when unexpected detours become necessary, and (iv)

provide a means of coordinating the movement of transport and escort

vehicles when more than one vehicle is used in a shipment.
/

Communications equiment. Radiotelephone or equivalent two-way voice

coni1nications are required to be provided in at least one of the ship-

ment vehicles. If the radiotelephone or other equivalent equipment is

provided in an escort vehicle, it must be a vehicle which is cwoaitted

to use along an ontire road portion of the shipment. It is recognized

that in soae areas radiotelephone service may not be provided or may be
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.. ly n Igin mayl ffective or ineffective. The route overview will

",normally Indicate "portions of the route where this is the case and

indicate what alternative communications may be used. Usually, in

such areas, periodic contacts with the communications center may be

made by regular landline telephones. The shipment itinerary should

be planned to the extent practicable so that additional stops are not

required solely for the purpose of making such calls. Alternative

conumnications systems (rather than radiotelephone) used by the licens-

ee must be approved prior to the date of shipment. Such alternative

equipment must be demonstrated by the licensee to have effectiveness

at least comparable to radiotelephone along the proposed route.

Citizens band (CB) radio equipment is required to be provided in all

transport and escort vehicles used in the shipment. This equipment is

provided primarily to allow escorts to coordinate tUle movements of the

different vehicles used in the shipment. It may also be used as an

alternative, means of contacting the LLEA when the radiotelephone or

other equivalent lorg range communications equipment is not effective.

.1. u,- jrmwi•. :cations equipment to be used during the -hipment's progress

should be properly maintained and thoroughly checked out before the

shipment starts.

Communications procedures. Communications between all escort and

transport vehicles involved in the shipment should be maintained while

enroute to assure that drivers and escorts not having access to the

radiotelephone (or equivalent) communications are kept apprised of

;'-.--rer, t developments (e.g., changes in road conditions or itinerary) as
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the shipmrent progresses. All escorts and driver. should be knowledge-

able of the specific citizens band (CB) channels normally monitored by

the LLEA or REACT groups as they pass.through different jurisdictions on

the shipment route, so that in case uf emergency the occupants of each

transport or escort vehicle are capatle of independently contacting the

LLEA by C8 radio (where such contact is possible).

It should be reccgnized that the preferred arrangement for combining the

radiotelephone (or equivalent) conunicaticns capability with a partic-

ular escort configuration orption. is one in which an escort having

responsibility for using such communications equipment is not also the

driver of a vehicle, so that the escort is uner.cumbered in carrying out

his communications and other duties while the shipment is moving.

Location of the radiotelephone equipment in the cab of a transport

vehicle occupied only by the driver would, for example, be one of the

less desirable arrangeients. If such an arrangement is utilized,

the driver is required to be familiarized with the use and operation of

the coninunications equipment.

3.4 Immobilization of Transport Vehicle

Introduction. Section 73.37(c)(4) requires that the transport vehicle

be equipped with NRC-approved features that pernit i-mnobilization of the

cab or cargo-carrying portion of the vehicle. This requirement alto

applies equally to any additional transport vehicles used in a single

shipment. in this requirement, irrnobilization means rendering the

loaded transport vehicle incapable of moveirent tinder its own power.
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Objective. The purpose of this requirement is to deny an adversary who

may succeed in gaining control of a transport vehicle a readily avail-

able means of moving the shipment to a location of his choice. If the

shipment is located outside of a heavily populated area, this wi..

prevent or delay the adversary from moving the shipment into a heavily

populated area. If the adversary succeeds in gaining control of the

transport vehicle within a heavily populated area, immobilization of the

transport vehicle may be advisable in certain situations to prevent or

delay the shipment from being moved from a less densely populated

portion of such an area to one ,which is more densely populated, or

from moving the shipmert to a hiding place.

qperation. The immobilization technique should be implemented only when

it is apparent that an attempt is being made to gain unauthorized

control over the shipment, and there is no likelihood of avoiding

capture through flight, or early interdiction by local law enforcement

agency response forces. Immobilization should not be initiated in a way

that would endanger the driver, escorts, or members of the public.

Immobilization procedures should be developed and included in the

emergency procedures docurment developed in accordance w-ith 973.37,b)(2).

These procedures should include consideration of situations which (:;ay

occ:ir within heavily populated areas as well as outside of such areas.

Operation of the inuobilization technique and the procedures governing

*its use should be covered in both the tr.,ining coirse for escorts and

the fanil.ari7ation program for drivers (see Sections 2.11 and 3.5).
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Techniques of inmobilization. The immobilization techniques should meet

each of the following crite-ia:

a. A means must be provided so that the immobilization device and.

procedure can be operated and perforaed fror. inside the cab of

the transport vehicle by one person.

b. Immobilization should be accoirplished in a short period of time

(several seconds) after the imniobilization procedure is ini-

tiated.

c. After the immobilization is accomplished, skilled technical

personnel should require at least one half hour to return the

transport vehicle to normal operating. condition. It should not

be possible, by coercion of the drivers or escorts for an adver-

sary to bypass the effects of the iunohilization or to signifi-

cantly shorten the time needed to ,ake the transport operational

again.

d. The device should not pose no significant safety hazard before,

during or after the immobilization.

Devices enployed to effect ininobilization may be mechanical or elec-

trical. They should be relatively simple and reliable to operate so

that they can be activated quickly under stressful conditions. Some

techniques that may form the basis for acceptable immobilization pro-

cedures are:

o Severing the main wire harness under the dashboard.
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o Disabling a critical portion of the ignition system by over-

loading or dismantling a key component of the ignition system

or starting system.

o Disabling the gear shifting mechanism.

o Use of an electronic ignition control system with procedurally

irreversible time delay feature.

The specific device and procedures to be utilized are required to be

approved in advance by the NRC.

3.5 Driv'er Familiarization Program

Introduction. Transport vehicle drivers are required under 573.37(c)(5)

to be familiarized with, and capable of implementing, transport vehicle

immobilization, communications and other security procedures.

Objective. The purpose of this requirement is to assure that drivers

involved in. spent fuel shipments by road are able to function as an

integral part of the spent fuel shipment physical protection system to

the extent intended by the licensee, or as minimally required by the

regulation.

Driver physical protection responsibilities. Drivers may become in-

volved in the physical protection of the shipment to a greater or lesser

extent depending upon the arrangements made between the carrier and the

shipper or receiver (licensee). The greatest degree of driver involve-

ment would occur when the driver is also a fully trained escort and

alternately assumes driving and physical protection responsibilities

with other escorts. However, in other circumstances the driver may be
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only minimally involved, in which case he Pust at least be familiarized

with the basic security functions of transport vehicle iummobilization,

radiotelephone and CB radio communications, and any other security

procedures which would affect the driver's operation of the trarmport

vehicle.

The driver familiarization program need not include force'. classroom

instruction. and no minimum number of hours of instruction is required.

It is sufficient for the licensee to provide a limited amount of in-

formal instruction and demonstrations to assure that the driver can

perform the safeguards functions expected of him. The greater the

driver's intended involvement in the physical protection system, the

greater will be the scope of the required familiarization program.
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4.0 RAIL SHIPMENTS

This chapter addresses requirements affecting the rail portion of a

spent fuel shipment.

4.1 Protection of Rail Shipments within Heavily Populated Areas

Introduction. Section 73.37(d)(1) requires that a rail shipment car

within a heavily populated area be accompanied by at least two armed

escorts, who may be metrers of a local law enforcement agency, at least

one of whom is stationed at a location on the train that will permit

observation of the shipment car.

Objective. The objective of this requirement is the same as for the

corresponding requirement for road shipments (see Section 3.1).

Physical protection system options. The transport vehicle, in the case

of a rail shipment, is the shipment car carrying one or more spent fuel

casks. A single spent fuel rail shipment may involve more than one

shipment car. In this case, the requirements for rail shipments should

be understood to apply to the shipment cars as a group, unless noted

otherwise. A spent fuel shipment by rail must be protected continuously

by at least two armed escorts while traveling within a heavily populated

area. At least one of these escorts is required to be situated on the

train in a manner, that will permit observation of the shipment car(s).

However, continuous surveillance of the shipment car, while it is in

motion, is not required. Usually the escorts will travel in the train's

caboose with the shipment car(s) either directly ahead or separated by a

single buffer car. The armed escorts may be private guards (e.g.,

railroad police) or members of the LLEA. The escorts should be trained

.~....
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in accordance with Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 73, and should be thor-

S -,, -oughIy.4amtiliar with all safeguards requirements. A copy of the route

overview data (see Section 2.7) should be readily available to them at

all times.

During transit through a heavily populated area, the rail shipment

escorts should be especially alert to recognize any situations which

might constitute a threat to the safety or security of the shipment.

The escorts s.iould also maintain close cooperation with the train's crew

to assure-atdrnce as close as practicable to the shipment schedule and

assure they remain aware of all safeguards requirements as the shipment

progresses. The emergency procedures developed in accordance with

U73.37(b)(2) should be collected in a document which is readily avail-

able to the escorts. These procedures should specifically address

possible safeguards emergency situations which might arise within

heavily populated areas.

4.2 Protection of Rail Shipments Not within a Heavily Populated Area

Introduction. Section 73.37(d)(2) requires that a rail shipment car not

within any heavily populated area be accompanied by at least one escort

stationed at a location on the train that will permit observation of the

shipment car.

Objective. Similarly to the case of road shipments, the required level

of protection for spent fuel rail shipments not within a heavily popu-

lated area is permitted to be lower than that within heavily populated

areas. The objective of the physical Drotect•on requirements for

-- ,.
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shipments outside of heavily populated areas is similar to that for road

s~iipments ."outside of such• areas.

Escort requirement. Only one trained escort is required to accompany a

spent fuel shipment while it remains outside of any heavily populated

areas. The escort may be a privately hired security guard, a licensee

employee, or a member of the railroad police organization who regularly

provides security for railroad property and shipments. In any of these

cases, the escort should be trained in accordance with Appendix D of

Part 73.

While the shipment is moving, the escort should be positioned in such a

manner that he may frequently observe the shipment car but need not

maintain continuous surveillance of it. When the shipment is stopped,

however, the escort should maintain continuous surveillance of the

shipment car as discussed previously (Section 2.10).

The escort for a spent fuel rail shipment traveling outside of heavily

populated areas should remain in close contact with the train's crew to

.- :y"") that he learns immediately of any unanticipated route changes

.or delays in the shipment, (2) that the train's crew is adhering to the

planned schedule and procedures, (3). that the crew is aware of the

requirements for additional protection should the train have to enter a

heavily populated area not on the shipment's original itinerary, and (4)

that the escort is apprised of any i-formation which develops concerning

the nature of any detours or delays experienced so that he may reiay

this information to the .commurications center. Also, the escort should

-a
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arrange to be made aware of upcoming stops so that appropriate prepar-

ations can be made to iopleent established surveillance and related

procedures as soon as the train stops.

4.3 Communications for Rail Shiyments.

Introduction. The escorts for a rail shipnent of spent fuel are re-

quired to have the capability of comnunicating with the coorunications

center and with the LLEA through the use of radiotelephone equipment or

other equivwlent mans of two-way voice co,,miunications dpproved by the

NRC. Such cormunications -vist be available on the train.

Objective. The purposes of the con-vinications reoui-evnts for spent.

fuel shipments by rail are to (i) provide a capability for the escorts

to call for assistance when necessary, (ii) per~nit personnel at the

corniznications center to monitor the pruogressof te shipment., an (iii)

provide the escorts with a cans of quickly developing new LLEA contacts

and obtaining new route inforqation when unexpected detours become

necessary.

Communications equipment. Radiotelephone or other r' jivalent two-way

voice communications are required to be provided for the esccrts' use on

board the train. An acceptable equivalent would be the cot. munications

system regularly used by the train's crew. Such conru.znications equip-

ment must be made available for the escorts' use on board the train.

Reliance on the use of telephones in call boxes located along the tracks

is not generally acceptable because the telephones might not be avail-

able in case the train was forced to make an emergency stop. However.

-j
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call boxes could be relied upon for short intervals where radiotelephone

service is not available. If the train's cowmunications system Is used,

complementdl-y comninicattons capabilities such as walkie-talkie or CB

radio equipment should be provided to assure the escorts will have

immediate access to the communications equipment when necessary, if it

is located apart from where the escort is situated. The shipment route

overview will generally indicate where radiotelephone or other equiva-

lent communications equipment provided may not be effective. For such

areas, alternative means of communication should be.,planned.

All equipment used to satisfy the coaminications requirements of 973.37

(d)(3) should be properly maintained and checked out before the shipment

starts, to assure it is in good operating condition jast prior to its

intended use.

Corinunications procedures. When more than one escort is employed for a

given rail shipment, the conumnications equipment may be made available

to just one of the escorts provided that the remaining escorts are kept

apprised of all radiotelephone (or equivalent) cormunications on a

frequent basis during the progress of the shipment.
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5.0 SEA SHIPMENTS

ThI.•.Chiv.tnr addresses requirements affecting the nortions of spent fuel

shipments that are by sea.

5.1 Protection of Sea Shipnents within HeavilyPopulated Areas

Introduction. Section 73.37(e)(l) requires that a vessel bearing spent

fuel and docked within a heavily populated area is protected by (i) two

armed escorts stationed on the vessel or on the dock at a location that

will petnit observation of the vessel; or (ii) an 'ared mefber of a

local law enforcement agency who is equipped with non;wl LLEA racin

comounications,. and who is stationed on the vessel or on the dock at a

location that will penrit observatiorn of the vessel.

Objective. The purpose of this requirement is t!, assure that there is a

capability for immediate, active protection of a shipment agdinst

rediological sabotage while the shipment vessel is docked within a

heavily populated area. This objective is to he achieved by ensuring

that there are people on duty on or near the shipment vessel who are

capable oi early detection of a sabotdge attempt and who have the

* .- -acpability to delay or prevent sabotage until LLEA response forces

arrive.

Escort requirement. This requirement applies only while a vessel

bearing spent fuel is docked within d heavily populated area. Thug, the

primary duty of the escort(s) will be to naintain surveillance of the

shipment as required by .73.37(b)(9). A vessel is considered to be

docked when it is made fast to the dock and passage ways from the vessel

! :3
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and facilities have been put in place for loading or unloading passen-

gers or cargo. Vessels underway or being towed, or vessels at anchor

but not fastened to the dock, are not considered to be docked.

Two escort options are permittea to be used to satisfy the requirements

of §73.37(e)(1). The first option requires that the shipment is pro-

tected by two armed escorts, while the secord option provides that the

shipment may be protected by a single member of a local law enforcement

agency, provided that he is equipped with the narmal LLEA radio conmiuni-

cations.

Escort duties for the protection of a shipment on board a vessel ire

similar to those for road and rail shipments. The escorts should alwajs

remain vigilant to detect possible threats to the safety and security of

the shipment. It is recognized that it may not be possible for the

entire shipment vessel to be kept under continuous surveillance. In

such cascs, the escort or escorts should focus on the possible ap-

proaches a potential adversary may have tn gain access to the shipment.

Some patrolling may be done by the escort(s) to assure that the ap-

proaches to the shipment are covered.

5.2 Protection of Sea Shipments Not within a Heavily Populated Area

Introduction. Section 73.37(e)(2) requires trat a shipment vessel be

protected by an escort khile in U.S. territorial waters. or while docked

at a U.S. pcrt, but not within a heaVily pcz'ulated area. A single

escort is required, whose main function will be to assure that the

shipment is not off-loated except as provided by the licensee.
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Objective. The purpose of this requirement is to assure that the

ship•ment is under surveillance against possible sabotage attempts while

in U.S. waters, so that thk LLEA may be alerted to respond to any attempt

to sabotage the shipment.

Escort requirement. For the purpose of this requirement U.S. waters are

considered to extend three miles frogn U.S. land territory other than

small offshore islets. U.S. land territory includes the forty.-eight

contiguous states, Alaska, the eight largest islands of 4awaii, the

three major island, of the U.S. Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, Guam, and

Tutulia of American Samoa.

The escort may be provided in a number of ways. The escort may coac

aboard the vessel at the time of loading (or stopover) in d foreign

port; he may come aboard ds the ship nears U.S. territory as do ship's

pilots; or he may be a ship's officer who assumes the role of escort as

the shipment entors U.S. waters. The regulation does not require that

an escort be provided while the vessel is beyond the territorial bounds

specified.

The escort should be familiar with the shipment vessel's itinerary.

Prior to entering a port within a heavily populated area, the escort

should ascertain that the shipment is intact and has not been tampered

with. During unloading of any cargo in U.S. territory, the escort

should assure that the shipment is unloaded only at the port authorized

by the shipper (licensee). Should any deviation from authorized

handling of the shipment occur,, the escort should bring the matter to

the inmediate attention of the ship's most senior officer present at the I
j
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time..The.,Jrt should also notify the licensee immiediately by radio-

telephone, or'. other equivalent communications means provided, if it.

appears that the shipment is likely to be unloaded at. a port other than

tjE planned ,Iesti nation.

5.3 Communications for Sea Shipments

Introduction. Section 73.37(e)(3) requires that radiotelephon._ (or

other equivaient means of NRC-approved two-way voice communications) be

provided for the use of escorts during the portion of the shipment which

is in U.S. waters.

Obttective. The purpose of this requirement is similar to that for road

and rail shipments, which is primarily to assure that a capability

exists to contact the LLEA in case a threat is detected to the safety or

security of the shipment.

Corrnuniucations equipment. The coninunications equipment provided may be

radiotelephone equipment, or the ship's regular ship to shore radio

•r~ .~c..,t ions system may be used. For shipments within a heavily

pup-ulated area, a single LLEA member serving as escort is required to be

equipped with the normal LLEA comrimnications.



APPENDIX A
LIST OF

DESIGNATED HIEAVILY PUPULATEII AREAS

Al. Introduction

Heavily populated areas are designated for purposes of the regulatiorn of

spent fuel shipments in tenrs of urbanized areas. Urbanized areas are

regional areas "ithin United Staites territory which have been defined by

the Bureau of the Census (U.S. Department of Connerce) to indicate the

extent of uir.banization surrounding the larger cities in the United

.States.* In some ca.ses, two or m,:re large cities may be clustered

together to form a single urbanized area. In other cases, extensive

urbanization surrounds relatively small cities.

For purpuses of regulation, i shipment is said to lir within a heavily

populated area if it is within three miles of the boundary of an urban-

ized area. as defined by the Bureau of the Cersus, having a total

population greater than or equal to nne hundren thousand (100,000)

persons. It is noted that the boundaries of many urbanized areas do not

necessarily conform to the boundaries of the political subdivisions of

which they..are composed. Detailed maps of the urbanized areas, such as

the example shown in Figure A-1, ray be found in the reference cited

below.

*U.S. Bureau of the Census, Supplementary Report, 1970 Census of Popu-
lation, Series PC(SI)-108, 'Population and Land Area of Urbanized Areas
for the U.S.: 1970 and 1960." April 19?9. For salu by the Super-
intendent of Documents, U.S. Covernment Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.
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~ .Typical -lapping of an urbanized area as provided
-* by the Bureau of the Census. The heavily popuiated

the area extending three m'iles beyond the indicatedboundary lines *of the urbanized area.

Figure A , 1
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A2. List of Urbanized Areas

4`4.:,:ie following list includes those urbanized areas designated as heavily

populated areas. It is to be used to facilitate planning protection for

spent fuel shipments. Frcmi time to time the designation of heavily

populated areas may be changed to reflect new information. Thus. this

list may not be complete at the time of a given shipnent. An updated

list of heavily populated areas designated by the Comnission for pur-

poses of the regulation of spent fuel shipments should be obtained fran

the C.:oCmtission at the time proposed shipment routes are being planned.

Within the United States

Akron, Ohio

Albany-Schenectady-Troy, New York.

Albuquerque. New Mexico

Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, Pa. - New Jersey

Amarillo, Texas

Anchorage, Alaska

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Appleton, Wisconsin,

Atlanta, Georgia

Atlantic City, New Jersey

Augusta, Georgia.- S.C.

Aurora-Elgin, Illinois

Austin, Texas

Bakersfield, California

Baltimore, Maryland

L
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Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Beaumont, Texas

Biloxi-Gulfport, Mississippi

Binghamton, New York

Bi rningham, Alabama

Boston, Massachusetts.....

Bridgeport, Connecticut

Brockton, Massachusetts

Buffalo, New York

Canton, Ohio

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Champaign-Urbana, Illinois

Charleston, South Carolina

Charleston, West Virginia.

Charlotte, North Carolina

Chattanooga, Tennessee-Ga.

Chicago, Ill inoi s-Northwestern Ind.

Cincinnati, Ohio-Ky.

Cleveland, Ohio

Colorado Springs, Colorado

Columbia, South Carolina

Columbus, Georgia-Ala.

Columbus. Ohio

Corpus Christi, Texas

Dallas, Texas

Davenport-Rock Island-Moline, Iowa-I1l.
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Dayton, Ohio

Daytona Beach, Florida

Decatur, Illinois

Denver, Colorado

Des Moines, Iowa

Detroit, Michigan

Duluth-Superior, Minnesota-Wis.

Durham, North Carolina

El Paso, Texas

Erie, Pennsylvania

Eugene, Oregon

Evansville, Indiana

Fall River, Massachusetts-P. 1.

Fayetteville, North Carolina

Flint, Michigan

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood. Florida

Fort Wayne, Indiana

Forth Worth, Texas

Fresnb, California

Grand Rapids, Michigan

,reen Bay, Wisconsin

Greensboro, North Carolina

Greenville, South Carolina

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Hartford, Connecticut

Honolulu, Hawaii
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Houston. Texas

Huntington-Ashland, West Virginia-Ky.-Ohio

Huntsville, Alabama

Indianapolis, Indiana

Jackson, :.ississippi

Jacksonville. Florida

Joliet, Illinois

Kalamazoo, Michigan

Kansas City,. Missouri-Kansas

Knoxville, Tennessee

Lancaster, Pennsylvdnia

Lansing, Michigan

Las Vegas. :4evada

Lawrence-Haverhi 11, Massachusetts-N.H.

Lexington. Kentucky

Lincoln, -Nebraska

Little Pock-North Little Rock, Arkansas

:.orain-Elyria, Ohio

Los r.,eles-Long Beach, California

Louisvillc. Kentucky-Ind.

Low.ell , 1-assachr..setts

Lubbock. Texas

M-acon, Ieorgi a"

Madison, Itisconsin

'leltourne-Cocoa, Florida

';P~mh is, Tenr'issee-;,:is ..
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lam.l,. Flor.da

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota

Mobile, Alabama

Modesto, Cali forni a

Montgomery, Alabama

Muskegon-Muskegon Heights, Michigan

Nashvi lle-Da dson. Tennessee

New Bedford, Massachusetts

New Britain, Connecticut

New Haven, Connecticut

New London-'Iorwich, Connecticut

New Orleans, Louisiana

Newport News-Hampton. Virginia

New York,. New York-Northeastern New Jersey

4orfolk-Portsmouth, Virqinia

Norwalk, Connecticut

Ogden, Utah

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Omaha, Nebra.,ka-Iowa

Orlando, Florida

Oxnard-Ventura-Thousand Oaks, California

Pensacola', Florida

Peoria, Illinoisý

Petersburg-Colonial Heights, Virginia

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-New Jersey
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PhoeriKx, Arizona

Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

Port Arthur, Texas

Portland, Maine

Portland. Oregon-Washington

Poughkeepsie, New York

Providence-Pawtucket-Warwick. Rhode Island-Mass.

Provo-Orein, Utah

Pueblo. Colorado

Racine. Wisconsin

Raleigh. North Carolina

Readin,.i. Pennsylvania

Reno. Nevada

Richmond. Virginia

Roanoke. Virginia

Rochester, New York

Rockford, lllino s

Sacramento, California

Saginaw. Michigan

St. Louis, Missouri-Ill.

St. Petersburg, Florida

Salt Lake City, Utah

San Antonio, Texas

San Bernardino-Riverside, California

San Diego, California

San Francisco-Oakland. California
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San Jose. California

Santa Barbara, California

Sarasota-Bradenton, Florida

Savannah, Georgia

Scranton, Pennsylvania

Seattle-Everett, Washington

Shreveport, Louisiana

South Bend, Indiana-Michigan

Spokane, Washington

Springfield, Illinois

Springfield, Missouri

Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke. Massachusetts-Conn.

Stamford, Connecticut

Stockton, California-

Syracuse, New York

Tacoma. Washington

Tampa, Florida

Toledo, Ohio-Michigan

Topeka, Kansas

Trenton, New Jersey-Pa.

Tucson, Arizona

Tulsa. Oklahoma

Utica-Ro.me, New York.

Waco, Texas.

Washington, O.C.-tMd.-Va.

Waterbury. Connecticut
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Waterloo, Iowa

West Palm Eeach. Florida

Wichita., Kansas

Wilkes-Barre. Pennsylvania

Wilmington, Delaware-NJ.J.

Winston-Saleu•,- North Carolina

viorcester. Hassachusetts

York, Pennsylvania

Youngstoý -1rSa rren, ()hio

In, Puerto Rico

Arecibo, P.R.

M4ayaguez, P.R.

Ponce, P.R.

San Juan, P.R.
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